Changes to the COE Application’s Additional Documentation

1. Description of the Center infrastructure and facilities.
2. Official document of registered graduate programs (Residency program and/or MSc/PhD program) in the field of Allergy and Immunology.
3. List of professors directly involved in the graduate programs.
4. List of current graduate students and of those graduated during the last 3 years. Include at least 5 graduate students who have finished their training in the last three years.
5. List of interactions with other clinical specialties.
6. Curriculum vitae of the applicant center’s director(s)
7. List and curriculum vitae of the center’s academic staff (faculty).
8. Curriculum vitae of at least 10 external advisors directly linked to the proposed Center of Excellence, detailing the type of affiliation.
9. List of at least 10 peer-reviewed publications during the last three years in the field of allergy and immunology.
10. List of current funded research projects, including names, funding agency, official codes of the grants.
11. List of National and International collaborations with partners names and addresses/affiliations, briefly describing each collaboration.
12. List and description of current advocacy and community education activities.
13. Letter of support from the Dean or equivalent administrative office
14. Letter of support from a WAO Member Society. The Member Society must be in good standing. See the list of WAO’s active member societies here.
15. A recommendation letter from at least one External Advisor
16. Optional: A List of Patents (including official code), Registries, and or Biobanks
17. Optional: Provide Information about clinical trials lead by the center, including names, funding agency, and the official grant codes.